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CUSTODIANS OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN KASHMIR

The Kashmir Rights Forum (KRF) is an informal, secular, apolitical and forward looking interactive platform
highlighting human rights violations perpetuated against innocent Kashmiri population by terrorists either directly
supported by separatists and their over ground workers or indirectly by sympathizers over last three decades as a
result of proxy war initiated by Pakistan on our homeland.
KRF is dexterous, focused forum with overarching mission to mobilize expertise and public opinion to
counter the organized attempt to violate human rights of common innocent Kashmiris of all generations by the
nexus and tarnishing the image of government and security forces by certain section of media, intelligentsia and
conflict entrepreneurs by flaring up allegations of human rights violations on them, thus diverting attention from
the real perpetrators of these violations.
We, at KRF encourage response by likeminded or otherwise, people and organizations, on documents,
articles & video content produced on multiple social media platforms by us to apprise all citizens of such violations.
KRF will endeavor to expose the designs of the perpetrators by studying the past and present and producing the
facts for public scrutiny as part of our research and highlight such events in present, earliest on occurrence.

A Review of

Human Rights Violations in Kashmir
for the month of SEPTEMBER 2022
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TERRORISTS ATTACK NON-KASHMIRI LABOURER MUNEEBUL
REHMAN IN PULWAMA

The attack on Rahman was the first since the
A migrant worker from Bengal was injured when
recent announcement by a top election officer in
terrorists fired at him at Ugergund village in
Jammu and Kashmir that the Union Territory
south Kashmir's Pulwama district on Sep 03.
might witness an addition of 25 lakh voters,
The injured labourer Muneebul Rehman from
including non local labourers and security forces,
Bengal though survived the attack yet he had
in the coming weeks. The announcement
the worst ever experience of the 'paradise on
triggered an outcry, with the People's Alliance for
earth', asking himself, as to what made the
Gupkar Declaration fighting for restoration of
terrorists attack him. He used to go his work, toil
Article 370 vowing to resist the changes. Alliance
hard and earn the daily wages that he after few
chairman Farooq Abdullah said the move was
days sent to his family back in Bengal. Innocent
aimed at snatching control of the Assembly from
labourer had his hands cracked at many ends
locals
and handing it over to non locals. While the
and scalp peeled due to the daily work he was
same attack also coincides with a high alert in
involved with. A person calling almost all the
Rajouri and Poonch over the presence of 2-3
Kashmiris as 'Bhai Jan', his breaths dried up
splinter groups of terrorists. Non-locals are under
with the shock while he was being fired upon.
the radar of terrorists from 2019, consistently they
Another time a guest to Kashmir was
were
attacked to give a negative impetus to the
mishandled, who while returning took worst of
situation - which remained
the memories with him.
These dastard attacks The aim to destroy the spirit of Kashmiriyat is normal when comparing to
are coming as a reaction long pending dream of the dastard terrorists, the various scenarios before
to the Centre's purported in the way, depending on carrying attacks on 2019. To create a negative
response post abrogation,
plans to change the
innocent labourers.
inimical elements raked up
Muslim majority
the terror activities in an act
character of the state,
to malign the situation,
circulated by the antihence resorting to the soft-targeting and grenade
national machinery.
attacks.
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COWARD TERRORISTS KILL TWO INNOCENT
MIGRANT WORKERS IN PULWAMA

Kashmir has longer been a place of holy
Two migrant labourers were killed in
importance for almost all the religions of the valley,
Ratnipora of South Kashmir's Pulwama district on
even
the Sanskrit finds its origin in the valley's
Sep 23, when terrorists indiscriminately attacked
enriched past. The fact being that the land of sages
upon them . The labourers Shamshad Ahmad
had
embedded intellectuality in all sections of the
and Faizan Qadri both residents of Bihar were
society, and inherently they have tendency for
shot at by terrorists in Kharbhatpora locality. Both
staying
at far distance from the violence, let alone
the poor labourers worked through the day and
the spree of killings. The atmosphere of serenity
night, toiled hard to earn the money in order to
was
maligned and constant attacks are being
sustain their families. The incident bereft of any
made to disturb the normalcy, in addition to
sort of mercy for the innocents require highest
polarization of the local population. Fewer foreign
degree of condemnation from Kashmiri
elements are paid to perform the operations like
intelligentsia — functioning their best to
soft targettings, grenade attacks to make create an
represent the Kashmiriyat to the other sections of
environment of fear, which is basically the main
the country. The sponsored terrorism aims for
aim of the anti-national elements working hand in
misrepresentation of the Kashmiriyat's holy spirit
glove with the Pakistan. A lot of tactics are being
to the whole world, since a record number of
pushed from back to induce an ecosystem where
tourists visited the valley this year. The way killings
everyone feels insecure to give out a negative
are being condone indicate the frustration of the
message through the social media or other sorts of
terrorists given the normalcy
communication channels.
from the side of local Kashmiri Killing of an innocent labourer in one sense has no There is a need to react in a
citizenry.
value for the terrorists, yet it feeds their hunger to severe way to respond to
press some more fear in the valley. Adding to the list the propaganda war of killings, works well for terrorists to show to the p e r p e t u a t e d i n
c o nc o r d a nc e w i th the
world that valley lives in fear.
directions from the ISI and
its concerned agencies.
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The summer capital of Kashmir rocked
on Sep 29, when twin blasts were carried out in
Udhampur area of Jammu region. The
incidents took place just two days ahead of
union home minister Amit Shah's visit that was
supposed to commence on Oct 04. The blasts
occured within eight hours, leaving two
innocent civilians injured. In second blast
carried out in early morning, helper and
conductor were injured. First the terrorists came
and asked to load their goods, giving an
impression of an innocent Kashmiri, then after a
while they hurled the grenades out and flew
around to save themselves from the clutches of
the security forces. Cowardice of these elements
have no boundaries, having no strength to fight
the forces, consequently resorting to the easier
methods of terorrism.
Since the union home minister was
about to visit the valley, developmental
packages were expected to be anounced, in the
utter frustration — continous incidents of terror,
which however could not give out the intensity of
fear, terrorists attacked the market area, as the
place remains busy with the people.
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Now that very fewer injuries were reported, the
nefarious aims and objectives of the same failed
miserably. They were having serious bad intentions,
a huge number killings and casualities, so that the
visit could have been postponed. This way their one
aim to file propganda might have won before the
international media, however the timely actions of
security forces helped in avoiding any maximum
damage. Earler this year on Mar 09, an attack in
similar way was carried out which had left some 17
civilians injured and one innocnt Kashmiri dead.
Such acts of in vehemence have been sought valley
wide condemnation, in addition to the strong
reactions from politicl parties and activists. On
oneside the terrorists make claims of performing the
Jihaad and on the otherside they perpetuate the
terror to suffocate the people in all sorts, leaving no
stone unrolled in causing the sufferings to the
innocent Kashmiris.

In view of the home minister's visit,
blasts were executed to signify the
atmosphere of suspicion before the
world, however these tactics have been
so cliched that none pays any attention
to them.
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SUMMARY OF
TERRORISTS HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS
IN SEPTEMBER 2022

There have been 03 human rights violations committed by terrorists in Kashmir
valley during the month of September 2022.
(a)
(b)

02 civilians succumbed to their injuries during the month.
02 civilians suffered injuries in the month of Sep 2022.
Incidents Civ Deaths
02
03

Civ Injured
02

Police / SF Death
-

Police / SF Injured
-

· Sep 03 2022 - Terrorists attack non-Kashmiri labourer Muneerul Rehman in Pulwama
· Sep 23 2022 - Coward terrorists kill two innocent migrant workers in Pulwama
· Sep 29 2022 - Twin blasts in eight hours rock Udhampur, two injured
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